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Abstract

v/e exvend the oetaod for calculating the exact ?> function

(to oil order» in tiis coupling cor.atant) proposed earlier in

flupersyjaaetric electrodynsraico. Jh9 starting point ia the obser-

vation that the low-energy effective action ia exhausted by one

loop provided t h a t the theory i s re stile r i zed svpersyn-netrically

t , t h in the u l t r a v i o l e t and infrared do;:̂ LE.a in Jour C-: !rwiou.°.

.. ~ use the P^ui i-Vi l l s ra aeth?d of the u l ' m v i o l ' t r ' - c u l a r l z a t i -

cr. nrJ consider two methods for the infrsn-d rc--ij^la.vi.zatioi. The

f r s t one — quantiEntion In a box with a i ' ln i te volaT.o I ' — ia

•;r.i\ - ;v-illy appl icable to sr.y ~f»vge thc-ov.". " .• .".-•;: ! ;.•'•:'.od i s

\z-z-jd on the ef fect ive л:г.-9 .T£-;ixr!....: fcr г.»:-.? , - г.- : ' . : . ̂ л л г. I

ге,д:.ге.г; tht> presence of c e r t a i n n a t t e r гир>'.т;": f I if -: . t.. _" jran

ci f l a t direct io: : . ; , a : cnl lec •. j _ .".•'•y-, с 1u.•".._• . ; " : : rh-' . n<•-j-x.-:

ener^;.' vinisl iec. iiо quantize t!:o t i i " . ry г .чг s ,че^-'.''лп:^^.^:_.

valuo оГ th :• senior f i e l d Гго.т. ti'.p bo t tor: cV t'..n vc.^loy, Al'ter

cal .:_3tlc._: t.ie one-Г oop effective; a ; t i c : : -;o yet on-» tir.-i *'.o

tar.e cx-irt cjrpi :-зз1ол for the ^ fonoticn ••• '..ilr: t..c l o t h rxp-jTO-

ach^s, nnd i t nlso c o l a c i l c a ;v_th our oa. : l ier re-'..it t-r.troctcd

Г res- ir.-;"-.ent J3 cnlcul.-i . A ;''•••' гт-ir.arlrs on *1:э ргсЫсз of bnor.slie!

ir. oU2"i csviG" th'-onoa are presented.
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I, Introduction

In this paper we continue our studies in 5П5Т gauge

theories a J sting to deteraine exact A function for any such

theory* Our starting point ««a tbe observation t. J that i» the

insianton background the тасииц-tc-vacuum amvlitude is siren

exhaustively by one loop. This in turn implies an motet functi-

onal dependence of the bare gauge coupling en the altra-violat

cut-eff. да a result there emerges an exact relation for the

&: function in terms of anomalous dimensions of fields« In

theories without matter the & fane tics is fixed by thie re-

lation «bile in case of extra natter field* tLe Й function is

related to anomalous dimensions of the matter fields L J (for

further diecuoe.tou see also Ref.L J}«

Although th« isstanton-basftd derivation of the A function

seems to be safe by itself it does uot loot perfectly adequate

to the problem. Indeed, the jb function is defined «ithin

perturbation theory and, therefore, invoicing of instantone to

fiad the £> function might look surprising despite of the simp"

licity of the derlv tioc, In the technical sense* In other words,

there oust be воак simplicity is the perturbative calculations

themeelren which escaped underntending so far and which would

allow to detemiine the 6> function to all orders without

mush explicit work. On tho othev hand the rr•tins perturb*tire

calculations no matter how advanced they art "still assume the

neceeeety to evaluate the p function order by order anew.

{Throughout the paper we cennider the cases when the fi function

ie bontrtvif.1 to all ord«ra though it can be extracted indirect-

ly from one-laop calculations).
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•j Ind, indeed, in the recent paperWwe succeeded in de-

riving tb№ exact В function in case of an Jbelian theory with-

in perturbation theory *X Although instantons do not exist is SQBD

(considered is HefJA the reeult looks as a etraightforward «x-

111
trapolation of the instanton-baeed relations of Kef 1J .

The crucial point of the derivation is that SQBD is regu-

larised in infra-red by the Batter mass ten in a manifestly su-

peraymmetric way and that one considers photonic fields with mo-

menta much lower than this natural infra-red parameter. I'nder

these circumstances the polarization operator for the photon

1 field . is exhausted by one loop in terms of the bare coupling

and mass.

Here we extend this program to the case of non-Abelian theo-
i

ries. The idea is to introduce an infra-red cut-off by consider-

ing the finite volume version of the theory, 7» 1?, with periodic

boundary conditions. Ill details of this version of the theory

can be found ia litten's paperL Jwhlch we use here as the re-

ference point. It is essential that upon quantizing the theory in

this way the lowest-lying excitations with the energy

"it is worth noting that in fact an exact relation between the

p function and anomalous dimensions of the masses and of the

fields in SQBD was derived first by Clark,Piguet and

Sibold (see fief.L^J). Iheir result is the absence of. two- and

higher-loop corrections to some function r (see RefPj). Moreover

if one utilizes the fact that the anomalous dimensions of the

mass and matter fields are given by a.single renoraalization

factor their result can be casted into the form coinciding with

that of RefJfJ.Unfortunately we realized this connection after

submitting the paper Ijfor publication.
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of order X л» gVL are thccre of a» Abelian field.

All other excitations lie much higher, E^g,, i'b • Thus, the

picture гезеаЫез closely that of an Abelian theory ard in case

of a «mall coupling coastant, g £<1, there exists a range of

frequences of the Abelian field for which the corresponding po-

larization operator i.e exhausted by one loop {as a function of

the bcrs coupling g and the ultra-violet and infra-red cut-offs,

II and L respectively. This procedure can be applied ta any

gauge theory and the results for the Q> function coincide

with those in Hef.L J,

We will discuss also en alternative way of introduction of an

infra-red cut-off in a manifestly superayuraetric way via the

effective Higga mechanism L"J, Sfe keep in mind the case when the

profile of the potential energy роеезяев ео called valleys ES a

function of sealer field» so that the theory can be quantized

near a nonvanishing vulue of eome of the matter scalar fields.

In particular, if there exist matter fields belonging to fee ad-

joint representation of the gauge group, the original gauge

group is broken by thia vacuum expectation value to an Abelicn

group tiBBs something elee. 1'hen one is left with an Abelian

light supermultip?it so that the procedure described above can

be applied. The resulting Й function turns out to be the same.

It is worth emphasising once more that if опэ chooses a

high normalization point,i.e. much higher than the natural

infra-red cut-off, the polarization operator is .not exhausted by

one loop. On the other hand, judging by the known anawer the

& function munt be of some iterative nature in this cane

as well. However, & direct derivation of this iterative equa-

tion within the perturbation theory is etill lacking»
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• The results obtained are seemingly relevant to solution of

the во called anomaly puzzSe in SUSY gauge theories (see,e.g.,

RefI
e
J). Indeed, once the effective action for some fields is

exactly known the matrix elements of the conforms! anomaly over

the same fields can be derived by differentiation of the

effective action with respect to the ultra-violet cut-off.

Thus. we conclude that the matrix elements of the anomalies

for a low normalization point, below the infra-red cut-off,are

exhausted by one loop. This is true in particular for the confor-

mal anomaly despite of the fact that the Jb function is non-

-trivial to all orders. For a high normalization point, higher

than the infra-red cut-off there is no simple answer yet.

The procedure is as follows. In sect. 2 we establish an

exact relation for the 0> function in non-Abelian theories

by considering the finite volume version of the theory. In sec^.3

the same & function is extracted by considering quantisation

of the theory near a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value of a

scalar field belonging to -be adjoint representation of the gauge

group. In sect.4 we discuss in brief the anomaly issue while

seat.5 contains seme comments on the literature.

2. Sapersymmetric Yang-Mills Theories,

for the sake of definiteness we concentrate first on the

case of a pure SUSY Yang-Mills theory with SU{2) aa the gauge

group.Introduce finite space volume thorus T as a cube of the

linear size b, V « Ь-
3
, with periodic boundary conditions on the

fielda. Moreover, without losing the generality one can assume

that V is chosen in such a way that the effective coupling con-
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stant g(L) is small . Therefore, all radiative corrections

are also small*

Let as recapitulate first the basic features of

such quantization following Ref.l-J, The quantization preserves

supersynnetry so that all excitations come in supermulti-

plets and we can start with eo isideration of the bosonic sector.

In the A«0 gauge space components of the potential A^ are

expanded in the modes:

A - 2 At (%) «f (
l
\
?
> o)

where q is the inverse lattice vector,

"* ~ ( ~* о n"
<
*^

V -
 L
 l«* < \ г* г* ;,

and e^ are unit vectors along the axes while all the colour ir •

dices ere suppressed.

Por non-zero modes the energy is

(2)

up to small radiative correctioons.

Thus, the energy levels with E « 1/L are fully determined

by the dynamics of the zero-mode fields A.(tf « 0). The lagraneian

of these fields looks as

o>
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where colour matrix notations are uaed, A^»A. -г (Ък 1,2,3)

and it is assumed that all fields are taken at q*» 0.

Then from dimensional consideration alone it is clear that

the characteristic energy of the system is of order

• Since we are actually dealing now 4ith a quantum; mechanical

problem of a few degrees of freedom this estimate can be

checked and seen to be true pi-ovided that the coiomutator term

in eq»(3) does cot. vanish.

Thus, in the epeci.v%№i there эть noai-Abel.iau excitations

with energy of oi^er (4)« On the other band, if the commutator

teim does vanish, i.e« че are dealing with an Aoelisn field, the

energy ocale (4) is irrelevant. Superficially, the Abelian port

of the spectrum ia continious and etar-ts fi-oa zero energy.

A &ore educated consideration demonstrates L
D
Jthat actually it

is discrete and the energy splitting ie of order g^/L, The

latter obsarvation ie crucial for- the index calculation but

not for our purpose.

Y/hat ia iniDcrtant for из is that for the frequences

< ll (5)

I* L
the effective lagrangian contains only the kinetic term of the

Abelian field A^ (t) 3 a.^ (where the upper index na^g colour).

Moreover, it is worth emphasising that the vanishing of the poten-

tial tnergy for the Abelian field is valid to any order by

virtue of supersynmetry.



To determine the A function we will calculate the renorraa-

lization of the kinetic tent of the Abelian field.The renormali-

«ation arisee from interaction of the Abelxan field with the non-

-Abelian ones, xt one-loop level the effective lagrangian for

the Ibelian fields a
i
 takes the form

± - •*- -

where Ж and %
aiM
 are the ultra-violet and infrared cutoffs and

the Jr factor comes from integration over the volume since the

zero-mode fields which we are considering do not depend on the

•pace coordinates.

The log form and the coefficient in eq.(6} are borrowed

from the continious-limit calculations although one could al-

so derive eq.(6) directly by the finite volume technique. The

only point where we use the finiteness of the space volume at

the moment is fixing 2
m i n

. As discussed above, S
 i n
 is of

order

(see eq.(4)).

Eq.{6) is quite similar to the case of superoyrmnetric

QED (see Ref.L^J). The only difference is in the coefficient in

front of the log term and in the substitution of the infra-red

parameter S
m i
 by the bare mass m

Q
 in the QED case. The deeply

rooted similarity , on the other hand, is the absence of higher

order corrections to eq.(6). We do cot repeat the argumenti
2
'

hare. We only emphasize that it is essential for its validity

the external momenta to be below the infra-red cut-off .
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Quantization in the box singles oat the Abeliaa fi*3.d as the

lightest one.

Thus, the exact expression for the effective charge looks

•9 _

a constant icda-j

pendent of M, (?)

L*
O
 J

Since c< is independent on choice of M this equation detenaines

the tare charge at &e function of И» Namely, differentiating

of thic equation produces the following Д function:

/

pf*;» *"•/» и - -• — ^ — - —
i /^l«f № n~ '{_ *• (

8
)

IT

This A function is the яг.яе а в obtained fiirat from in-

stant on ealeulue I
1
] (for S^C2)

c o l o r
).

No* one can readily generalize the derivation to ihe case

of ai? arbitrary gauge group and any aet of matter field». Con-

sider first nonchiral matter, l.e, such representations of the

gauge group xhat introduction of maas terms is allowed by the

colour conservation. Moreover, *e assume that just these mess

tera3 produce infra-геб cut-ofi for the mattei-. As for the gauge

fields the general case differs from that considered above only

in the number of the Abelian field which are left (almost)maes-

1езв, Nemely, the number of the AbeliaD fields 1з equal to the

rank of the gauge group. For the effective charge which is the

renorraalization of tnese Abelian fields we get now
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«here m'
0
' are the bare aaeeee of the natter multiplets and

i
the BIIB over i runs over ehiral multiplets so that there are two

aultiplets associated with a single mass term. The coefficients

and Tfi^) etand for the quadratic Casimir operators

where T* are the group generators in the corresponding group

representation; the index G means the adjoint representation

(which' incorporates, in particular, the gauge field) and the In-

dex i refers to the representation for the i-th supennultiplet.

Eq.(9) can be transformed again into the following relation

for the Q function:

= - з

where V. is the anomalous dimension for the i-th superfield Yi=

and the r.-h.-s. of (10) includes the gauge super.fi eld for which

- !>/*

Note also that differentiating eq.(9) with respect to the regu-

lator mass И produces straightforwardly the anomalous dimensions

of the masses rather than those of the fields. However, these

anomalous dimensions differ from each other only in sign.

Eq,(10) represents our final result for ths A function

in any supereymmetric gauge theory * Resolving this equation
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with respect to /3 we can cast it into the form

Although we hare aeed some specific infra-red reg.lari-

zation the final result (11) does sot bear any explicit resem-

blance on that. Only the тегу existence of a supersyametric

regularlzstion does seem to be important. Thus, eq.(11) looks

more general than its derivation which assumes the possibility

to introduce mass terms for the matter.

To support the guess let us consider such chiral matter

that the mass terms are forbidden by the colour conservation

but the trilinear Yukawa couplings of the type

are allowed (we suppress all colour and flavour indices)*

It is straightforward then to convince oneself that E_,.
г/з

in this case is of order h
Q
/L. Indeed, the bosonic part of

matter lagrangian now loo^s as (for modes with q « 0)

(12)

7/a

We see that m
Q
 (see eq.(9)) is substituted by h^ /b. How-

ever, the dependence on the ultra-violet cut-off for the both

of these quantities, m
Q
 and h

g
 , is the same due to the non-

and h
9
 Iffff /3

 a
 , respectively},

To summarise, we have derived the general foraulae (10)

and (11) without using the instanton calculus but in full ac-

cordance with the latter (see Refl
1
]). Strictly speaking, we
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have not considered all possible choice* of chiral matter,

in interesting and an open question is «nether the lack of any

infra-red regularisation would signal that the theory is not

riable at all»

w Meahanlam

As mentioned in sect.l «re do not consider the direct

generalisation of the ordinary Hlgge mechanise to supereymmetry

which woald assime introducation of extra fields into the l«gran-

gian. Instead, we keep in mind the possibility of the spontane-

ous colour breaking which is specific for supersyametry

and is due to the so called Talleys in the profile of the poten-

tial energy* In other words, the potential energy is independent

ef eoeit тасшт expectation values of matter fields (see,e.g.

RefX'J). Inetantons restore this ambiguity in some cases but we

stick here to perturbation theory and take.the freedom to quan-

tise the theory near non-ranishing Talues of some scalar fields.

It follows from the consideration of the previous section

thet we need such a representation of the matter fields that

meets two conditions:

a) upon the spontaneous colour breaking a 0(1) subgroup

survives so that the corresponding gauge field is mass-

less and

b) the gauge boson associated with this 0(1) subgroup inter-

acts with massive fields (wnich acquire mass as a result

of the colour breaking) and there exist no transition in-

to aassless states»
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We «re set looking for general solution* of these condition* '

here. Concentrate instead on a specific example. Let the gauge

group be SU(1*>. Issume that the matter sector includes, и д ц

other multiplets (to be referred to as "additional*) one Mssless

chirol superfield S* in the adjoint representation. In this case

there is a flat direction corresponding to a aon-vanishing т.е. т.

of ^ , the scalar component of S Ш . Vpaa. choosing the orientati-

on of axes in a proper «ay one can always «astir* that

< *»*"*"> ,t о , <V/ >= о if аш^у-л .
Then it is obrious that the gauge group is broken as follows: SU{¥)

—^SU(H-1)x U(1). lioreorer, the gauge bosons associated with the

U(1) and SU(M-1) remain aassless while the non-diagonal bosons

which possess non-яего charge* both with respect to the 17(1) and

SU(Jf-1) get maese* of order

It is important that the U(1) "photon" directly interact* only

with maeair* boson* oaring non-zero 0(1) charge*. Zhus, the cor-

responding log is cut off in the infrared by •».

•The loop* with the additional natter field* (other than S * )

are regularized by introducing the corresponding maaa ten* to

the natter field*. These log factor* are cut off by ш^ •

2hu*
y
 we come to the same picture a* within the box quantiza-

tion* and can apply the procedure elaborated firct in I J, lamely,

considering the external momenta of the "photon
1
* much lower than

(13) we define the physical charge a« the coefficient in front

of *
2
/g(i) • tfaiag the one-loop nature of renonnaliration of this

charge we come to
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Thi* implies that

which is of course th* use «q, (11) since T(Si) « H in case of

Thus, the contider&tiou of the Higgn mechanise as as infra-

-red regulator deaonatrbtes once more self-consistency o£ the

«hole approach. Samely, «e une one and the ваше non-renoxnalisa-

tion tbsornn for polarization operator of an Abelian field xn the

infra-red region for verioua regularisation procedures. Ilicugfa

the details of derivation do depend on the choice of the infra-red

cut-off the .final reeult does not.

4. AaomalieB

There is a long-8Tan<3 ing problem concerning taonalies in

SUSY g&uge theor5.es (see,e.g., Refl J). Tht> standard wording of

the problem is that the corfenuu anomaly ie »anife«tly и nulti-

-loop one (if the A function is coctririal to all огбогв) while

the axial anomaly i* exhausted by one loop by virtue of the

Adler-Bardcsn thenreo.We would like to emphasize that fro» «one

point of view all the anomalies are given by one loop at least in

th« infra-red.

Indeed,, the knowledge of an exact effective action for cone

fields allows to evaluate exact matrix elments of th« сопГохмеД

anomaly over the aame fieldfi. In more detail, accoriicg to the

routine procedure the trace of the energy-ponentiat tensor ie as-

sociated with rescaling of all aaae peasaetera la the lag-

rangion,
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Moreover, la pur* gauge theory without maii«r there are no

other Bass paraa«ters in the lagrangian but the ultra-violet re-

gulator mass H * Thus, eq. (6) iopliee the following matrix ele-

ment cf the conforaal anomaly отег the low-energy Abelian field

Яг* derivation аявишев as uauaal that the Abelian field momenta

•etisfy the condition \й \«. Ц, /£ (see eect.2).

On the other hand» if we choose to normalize %M- ** •

nozmalization point, LtX> // > then there is a well-known expree-

eion for the operator &/* which includes all orders in <4" :

where Ч/4 ie the field strength tensor of the original non-

Abelian field.

Thus, canted into an operator fora (high normalization

point) ^ u * has a multi-loop form while in the matrix elements

(low normalization point) it i* exhausted by one loop* It goes

without saying that the axial anomaly is given by one loop at

low momenta as well*

It is remarkable that actually the ваше observation applies

to the lnstanton -background calculations of Ref•> J Indeed the

exact answer for the vacuum-to-vacuum amplitude In that case

Is exhausted by one loop again and looks as
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where 0
a
 A" are the spinors associated witb the femionic «его

raodee, И ie the regulator nasa (for details «ее Befl
1
.)). It is

clear that the matrix elements of all the anomalies csn be read

off from eq.(17) and are one-loop ia nature.

It might worth noting that extraction of the f}> -function

froa the known action also invokes differentiating witb respect

to the regulator mass and one sight wouder bow it happens that the

3 function is multi-loop while the anomaly is one-loop, the

anewer is of couree that extraction of the Я function accounts

for the implicit dependence of g
Q
 on Jt , or in ether words we eva-

luate the full derivative frith respect to K . On the other hand

the simple rescal.ing of лавв parameters associated with &ui*. as-

ouraea partial differentiation with respect to I .

To summarize, the matrix elements of all the anomalies over

soft external fields are exhausted by a single loop. Shis is true

for the confornal anomaly as well despite of the fact that the

corresponding & function is non-trivial to all orders.

5. Comments on Literature

The Bain conclusion of the present paper is that the express

sions (10),(11) for the A functions sees to be established within

perturbation theory itself. It might worth mentioning that these

or similar results were claimed in a number of papers and we feel

that some comments on the literature might be useful.

Historically the first derivation at the two-loop level was

proposed in RefJ?J starting from the anomaly consideration. The

basic idea was that t
v
.e so called Adler-3ardeen axial current a £ B

anomaly is exhausted by one loop and the so calles saper-

sjimnetric exiel current а ^ 1 whose anomaly ia proportional to
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the A function axe one and the same object .Moreover, the identi-

fication would be possible only for some particular A fuction.

Without going into details let us note that the idea ееепш го be

obsolete by now (see,e.g., RefsJ- * 1) . Thus, the derivation

of the p -function ie withdrawn as well C%

The first derivation of the A function valid to all orders

(for some particular definition of the ft }was claimed in Ref.1 J,

Quite natural, we consider this derivation to be safe (see also

Refak if or a discussion).

One more way of deriving the аазе Л function was proposed

in Ref. t. Tu The idea was to pursue the difference between Ctu

and Л down to a polynomial (arising from the difference in

renoroalisation prescriptions). Then the self -consistency of the

approach was claimed to produce the A function.

Ve have had commented on that paper in detail in Ref1 } •

First we claim the derivation of Ref J. j is erroneous arithmeti-

cally. This issue seems to be settled now as clear from the

Fote added in proof * the paper • -s* In the same Hote the

authors propose to introduce one more subtraction constant (for

the operator ^Ufptj* *
n i a

 time) erd reiterate the procedure. It

might be not perfectly clear far a reader of this Hote that ad-

ding a new subtraction constant eliminates the possibility to

fix the в function uniquely. Any will do provided the subtrac-

tion constant is chosen in a proper way.

What ie sore important is that according to the no-go theo-

rem of Refj- i no subtraction conetint would have actually helped

and the difference between A, and п~ does not reduce to a

polynomial (provided that the both objects do exist). How this

no-go theorem ««ems to be supported Independently, Namely, in я
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тегу Interesting paper 1̂ 21 the author* have eucceded to construct

a ^
B
 and a ^

1
 explicitly. The only limitation is that the number

of dimension d « (4 -£ ) , not d«4. The point ie that if one

trie» to tend £ -» О the difference a*£B - a ^ 3 * has no

well-defined limit and doea not reduce to a polynomial in d»4.

We hope to come back to diacuse explicit form of this differen-

ce elaewhere.

Finally, there appeared calculations in an instanton back-

ground in two loops Irit She results fully agree with those of

Refl Jobtained on general ground alone* She authors do not be-

liere ,howerer, that this would be true in next order* We have

_. У»
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